NTR COVID GUIDANCE
July 27, 2020
NTR COVID-19 RULES TO SHOOT BY
1. If you are felling unwell, running a fever, or have any symptoms of COVID-19, please do not attend the
match.
2. If you have been exposed to COVID-19, or had COVID-19 yourself, DO NOT attend the match if you have
NOT completed a 14 day quarantine AND been released by your doctor for contact with others.
3. Those of you who are 65 or older or have pre-existing or severe medical conditions should reconsider the
increased risk prior to participation. We value our friends more than we value the sport. Please take care of
yourself!
4. Shooters will be required to sign an infectious disease waiver. A copy will be available on the NTR web site.
5. Until further notice, the NTR range will be closed to spectators, unless each spectator meets the same
COVID-19 hygiene standards as the shooters.
6. Each shooter is responsible to provide their own personal protective equipment – masks, gloves, hand
sanitizer, etc. At minimum, a cloth face covering must be worn when in proximity of others less than 6’. If
you refuse or fail to wear this covering, you will be asked to leave. This is a requirement by the state of Iowa
for us to be able to gather more than 10 people. Masks and cloth bandana’s and wild rags over your nose
and mouth will work.
7. If you have your own personal hand sanitizer, please bring it. We will try to have some extra sanitizer
available on the range and with each shooting posse. If you wish to wear a mask or protective gloves,
please bring those, as NTR will not provide masks or gloves.
8. Practice social distancing when possible. This means a 6 foot space between you and others.
9. There will be no counting sticks, no props to touch, and no ropes to set targets. If you must touch
doorknobs, etc. please remember to wash and sanitize your hands often. The posse marshal shall be the
only person to operate the safety flags and horn, and these will be sanitized beforehand.
10. Bring your own lunch. Our lunch vendor is unable to provide service at this time. When service resumes,
expect lunch’s to increase to $10 per meal. Still a bargain at this price for a catered, safe, meal.
11. NTR will provide bottled water. Please do not handle the bottles other than taking one for yourself. Please
do not waste water.
12. Please refrain from hugs, hand shakes, and handling the possessions of others. Do not share ammo or
other gear with others you do not normally live with.
13. Refrain from touching dropped ammo or brass. Use cups and pick up tools for gathering spent brass as
much as possible and sanitize your hands if you accidentally touch someone else’s ammo or brass. Gloves
are OK.
14. We will have a “sale table”. Please use gloves or wash hands and sanitize before and after handling goods
for sale.
15. Shot timers will be in plastic bags for easy sanitation. Each posse should restrict the use of the timer and the
score clipboard to no more than two individuals who will practice good hand sanitation and sanitize the timer
or clipboard when switching roles.
16. Keep your face covered, wash your hands often, and use sanitizer during the day of shooting.

